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Breakfast.

And  so  I  felt  a  bit  like  Humbert 

Humbert on his trip with Lolita, as the 

roads went by and we checked over and 

over  again  at  each  hotel  about  the 

inclusive  breakfast,  repeatedly 

disappointed. 



Untethered.

Twenty thousand feet, descending, there's a sensation 

that  crawls  across  my  brain.  It  comes  close  to 

screaming, but less out of fear: For the first time in a 

long time I'm free.

On the  ground no  lover  awaits.  No  job-for-life,  no 

rental  contract.  What  sits,  jaws  open,  is  empty 

nothing. Rather than a maw, an abyss, crushing and 

final, I see it as liberation. Total. True.

On the ground, should we ever taxi, I will face the 

closure of one self and the instigation of another. I am 

about  to  meet  a  me  without  borders,  a  me  whose 

standards are entirely subjective, and I'd be lying if I 

told you I'm ready.

For all my corrected ties and formalist fragments I'm 

terrified.  The  future  is  an  alien  space,  lacking 

definition and clarity. No fall-backs. No guarantees. I 

am about to bet everything on the outcome of an idea. 

The stakes couldn't be higher if I tried.

But, you know: Bring it on.

Penn.

I'm sure he stepped out of  himself, 

but  I'll  never  know.  His  token 

contribution was an empty packet and 

emptier  boots,  signs  of  a  life  well 

lived. Well, lived at least. I did the 

same  at  Ground  Zero,  with  mangy 

Chuck Taylor's and a dented box of 

Winterman's finest.



When Books Are Enough.

This  room never  changes,  and neither  does  that  familiar 

sensation,  so  utterly  human.  When  you  sit  down  at  a  shelf, 

smiling at a fellow pilgrim, when your hand tentatively reaches up 

and an impatient finger hooks around the soft curved spine, in 

that  moment  everything  is  love.  Everything  is  solid  fleshy 

throbbing heart, no LCD, no JPEG, just the soft dry weight of a 

real  book  in  your  hands,  a  pressing  in  your  chest  like  desire 

reminds you why you come here despite the risks, and reminds you 

of what we have lost. 

I was on the front cover of the last newspaper ever printed, 

and so were you, so was anyone who cared. We were there mouths 

open, our screams silenced in precious ink, eyes furious in wild 

protest at what was about to come. Now the priceless snatched 

moments in that only room are more than most will ever find. The 

rustling of pages, real pages in our damp careful hands sounds to 

us like leaves whispering with sadness about the secrecy. To the 

Digerati, print was just another skin to be shed, and to we the 

revolutionaries, another battle lost. 

What was in obvious short supply was moral panic. You and 

I protested tirelessly, incredulous at the shrugging reception of our 

fellow citizens.  After  a  ban on where  you  could  and could not 

smoke, and the removal of analogue television people slowly fell 

into the trap of bland acceptance, almost relief. “We no longer 

have to make our own decisions!” My will broke so many times 

during that relentless barrage of legislature I almost gave up, but 

the death of the printed word brought with it for me a new vigour. 

                 That had

I'm sosorry. That had been a lovely day. We had sunshine, 

and you were home after Natonal Service and that business in 

Greenland.

                                                            Before Daniel. 

thatwasbeforeI'mso

                          baby Daniel. Daniel.

                          Had that picture been

                 oh.                I.                  The gilt frame not 

straight, the kitchen askew.

                                          Had.

                             I knocked the glass over. 

Spill water.

                                                                To swallow.

                             I

                             I

                                                                        O.



±

Terrible to notice now, but the frame isn't straight. The gilt 

framed portrait hags just off, the bottom left corner of the 

12x10 as amuch as a centimetre lower than it ought to be, a 

tilt that throws                     that throws the room out of 

proportion. Distorts it. The kitchen, the kitchen, straight 

besides, ordered and tidy. Traces on the draining board of 

dishwashing: none. Clothes 

Clothes dried, away, neat, folded, an hour's work. That suited 

me                           once. I'm choking 

I'm choking back tears to see that frame off centre, distorting 

the room. Over geometric tiles and lines and intersects it feels 

ugly. Sorry. Too                                              Too late to 

wonder now what feels out of place. Could one cushion on the 

sofa be less plump, could I have failed to dust the photo of 

Stanley and I in

                             in many places, but L'Aquila comes to 

mind now. Or of Daniel, mylovelydanielI'msorrysosorry, 

of Daniel and his family.

                                 I could 

I wasn't remiss, I know. I would have felt it. No. Just that 

gilt frame.

                                 No.           Just that gilt. 

No. Just that gilt frame of you, Stanley, you and I so so many 

years ago.

And so  we  sit  here  in  secrecy,  night  after  night,  among 

shelves of brittle paper and remember all over again who we are. 

In  a  world  where  anything  not  backed  up  on  hard  drives  is 

ephemeral waste, we live in a state of perpetual awareness of how 

precious  these  remaining  few  books  are.  Spending  every  day 

working  at  the  neolibrary,  “stacking”  selves  with  encrypted 

digital files of crime fiction and autobiographies, my mind stays in 

that small dusty underground room. When I turn the page on the 

screen with a flick of my fingertip I can feel the rough, yellowed 

paper of the books we salvaged from the fires. In that private room 

we are no longer logical. We know we are encircled, but with a 

real book in our hands we resist. 

In  the  mornings  we  are  happily  tired.  Along  with  the 

remaining few that we know we can trust, most nights are spent 

immersing  ourselves  in  the  diligent  commitment  to  the  written 

word.  We often spend our time reconstructing those books that 

lose their fight or optimistically translating forgotten classics for 

our children's optimistic future, but most nights we simply lock 

ourselves in that room of pounding hearts and paper-cuts, and 

read.

This night I greedily consume Baudrillard and Kant, I drink 

hot teas and have quiet laughing discussions with those around 

me. The air is warmer than usual; I think there is going to be a 

storm.



Choose a Letter.

And  there's  Mushman,  and  the  memory  of  a 

waterfront... well, several waterfronts, you know me 

and the coast, but it's nice that I'm finding new 

rocks to throw and not just thinking of old ones.

Day thirteen, going on fourteen, and we know each 

other  little/a  little  better  than  we  expected.  It's 

been declared 'time to make something', which is 

probably the motivation we both needed.

There's this question I've been asking asking a lot 

recently, of a lot of people, and I'm pretty sure it's 

the  right  one:  What  Next?  The  answer  changes 

superficially, but it's basically the same every time: 

What comes next are words.

I've felt energy through my inputs for the first time 

in  a  long  time*  and  a  tingle/hum of  art  in  the 

everyday. I hope you know how good this feels.

*Jigsaw Youth, Helium Raven, Dekersaint, Magical Nihilism

Dark places we have come to find comforting.

Booths in bars that have worn green leather and 

battered tables,

Eventually form alcoves of discovery

And slurred drunken familiarities.

My finger wove its way into the spongy innards

And pressed apart the fibres absentmindedly

Whilst I thought about what was said.

We are lying on separate couches

And the bright lights of an essentially dull morning 

Come careering through kitchen windows.

You stumble over to the other half of the room

And bring the blinds slamming down,

Plunging us into the darkness we had wanted since the 

sun rose. 



I Speak of Cities. (Credit due to Langston Hughes)

I've known cities:

Dirty great blocks of stone

   Rising up from the blankets 

     Of man made parks.

I have seen their neon lights guiding me home

Along thin strips of road, 

And lain awake in that brightness,

My heart thumping to the slow burning beat of the 

traffic.

I have seen rain make rivers, tiny in their beauty,

On concrete avalanches. Beating paths down 

filthy windows:

Calling to mind the green flowing lidos and bursting 

banks of small towns. 

I've known cities,

Sprawling, spluttering, anxious cities that loom like 

a shout in the street; 

Cities I have loved to call home.

Rites.

A slow rhythm works into her
Skin like circles on a map. She is wet
Around the eyes and warm like
Wax. I put my thumb just above
Where she wants it and breathe
Through my mouth, a trick I learned
From a television show.
Her small hand curls 
Around my little finger tightly,
I assume to let me 
Know that she is still there.

Her hips are what I have
Been waiting for;
Something heavy and soft to feel 
Against my bones
And admire in the dusk from the
Candles that surround her 
Head; a halo on the bookshelf.
When she comes I notice
That her fingernails are neat and round
Like pearls, and they look polished
In this barely-there light.
As I crawl upwards to her mouth
It feels like her body might go on forever:
A damp spaghetti ladder to Mecca.

Then when we light cigarettes,
Like the clich s we are,é
She still holds my little finger.
And even though it is
Uncomfortable for me
I do not say a word.
But lie there 
With my aching wrist 
and breathe in her second-hand smoke. 



Death And All That.

-If  there  were  places  we  went,  when  dying  was  an 

option,  where  would  we  choose  to  go?  I  tell  her  that 

grammatically,  never  mind  philosophically,  her  question  is 

bullshit and she should think before she speaks. –Oh well, 

then do you not think that we have options? –What options? 

I say. –What is optional about death? She says –Well really, 

I think that death is lead by the life we choose, not just diet 

and lifestyle and smoking and all that but by what we choose 

to believe in. I try my best not to roll my eyes instead I do a 

shot of what ever it is we are drinking and roll a cigarette in 

silence, feeling as though the 'ball' is in my 'court'. 

I strike a match and watch her sharp, expectant face 

flare up in front of me. In a blink it is gone, fading back into 

the furry lights of this room, and that match smell lingers, 

weaving into my hair. –You care too much about what you 

believe in, I say. -You think about that a lot, you just think a 

lot  in  actual  fact.  Am I  being  vicious?  I'm not  sure,  it's 

something that I wonder about all the time: I feel as though it 

is easy to be vicious with her, when in fact I only feel… well I 

just feel about her; emphatically. Although which feeling that 

is I'm not exactly sure. 

She has a friend, she says, who thinks that suicide is a 

sin –What kind of world will he inhabit post-life? She asks. I 

snort  –Well  really?  Please,  I  mean  c'mon.  “Post-Life”, 

that's death honey, and death is just nada, rien and all the 



rest of it. She moves closer to me and I suddenly sense that 

she is going to convince me otherwise. -Oh please, she says. 

–Oh please, you just go right on thinking that but I know 

how his opinions, his piety, will inform his transition into a 

negative primary space. –Negative? –Well of course, I mean 

think  how  he  lives.  If  killing  oneself  is  the  ultimate 

manifestation of our autonomy and he thinks that it is the 

only real sin then he believes that freedom is unforgivable. 

Don't smirk, seriously, think about it. 

So I do think about it, and I almost agree. How do we 

see suicide? Yes it's the worst, it's the ultimate sin, it's kind 

of stupid. It's selfish … but it's real freedom.   -Oh fuck. 

You’re not right. I refuse to agree. Her breath is hitting my 

bare shoulder in wisps and I find myself looking at the teeth 

moving around in her open mouth as she talks. –It's tasteless 

to discuss other's beliefs when they are not here to justify 

them. Do I really believe this? Well  I  don't know but she 

doesn't think so. –Since when did you ever care about taste? 

I  am shot  an  accusing  frown  and  I  shrug  in  a  manner  I 

assume to be nonchalant whilst rolling an ice cube around my 

glass with the tip of my finger. 

Her arms are tanned a slight yellow and I notice how 

stiffly  she  holds  herself  up  against  the  back of  the  chair. 

There is a mirror behind her head and in the reflection I can 

just see errant strands of hair catching the light in a soft 

fuzz, framing her face.



where there is a sensation at 

20'000 feet and rising that the 

fall  won't  ever  kill  you,  and 

tethers are for strangers.

                   Where next?


